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/7?e book presents various classical and modern aspects of undifferentiated connective 

tissue dysplasia. The results of scientific and practical studies, as well as our own clinical, 

instrumental, and functional observations made in a large contingent of patients with various 

forms of external and internal phenes of undifferentiated connective tissue dysplasia, are 

presented. Die significance of phenotypic, genetic markers for the development and early 

diagnosis of undifferentiated connective tissue dysplasia, as well as the correction of 

undifferentiated connective tissue dysplasia using magnesium preparations and 

chondroprotective. are discussed.
The publication is intended for therapists, rheumatologists, and doctors of related 

specialties.
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A QUICK REFERENCE OF abbreviated terms

ARCH Abnormally located notochord

VSD Vegetative-vascular dystonia

GAG Glucosaminoglycan 1

GN Hyaluronidase 1

US Hvpermobility syndrome

DST Connective tissue dysplasia

IBS Coronary artery disease

IL Interleukin

ELISA Linked immunosorbent assay

IFN-y Interferon 1

KDR End-diastolic size

DAC End-systolic size 1

LV Left ventricle I

LP Left atrium 1

MAC Minor anomalies of the heart 1

MMP Matrix metalloproteinases

NDCT Undifferentiated connective tissue dysplasia 1

NIST Hereditary' undifferentiated connective tissue dysplasia 1

BUT Osteogenesis imperfecta

ODA Musculoskeletal apparatus

PG Prostaglandins

PMK Mitral valve prolapse

PCR Polymerase chain reaction

SD Diabetes
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CM Martan syndrome --------

SROL— Free radical oxidation -—.

CVD Cardiovascular diseases -—-—.

i MTR Cardiovascular Complications ——

i SED Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome ——

EV Ejection fraction --------

FC Function class

TNF-a Tumor necrosis factor-alpha ■

HM Holter monitoring

HP Chondroprotectors

1 xc Chondroitin sulfate

ECG Electrocardiography

• timp Matrix metalloproteinase inhibitors

MASS 
phenotype

Mitral valve, Aorta, Skeleton, Skin

THIS Endothelin

M«2+ Magnesium ions

HLA Human Leucocyte Antigens (Major Histocompatibility Complex 
Molecules)
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Introduction

Today in the world, there is an increased interest in the problem of 

undifferentiated connective tissue dysplasia, this is due both to the enormous 

medical and social significance, and the insufficient knowledge of practical health 

care doctors about undifferentiated connective tissue dysplasia as a background 

condition of various diseases. In the world among young people, to increase the 

effectiveness of early diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of possible 

complications of undifferentiated connective tissue dysplasia, numerous scientific 

studies have been carried out, including the rationale for the formation and course 

of this disease; improvement of the system of early diagnostics; assessment ot the 

state of collagen formation; development of modern methods of treatment and 

prevention of possible complications in the light of modem requirements. A 

detailed search for markers, carried out in the course of recent studies, has a close 

relationship with the genes that determine the development of this disease, which 

in turn can be widely applied in practical health care. At the same time, the study 

of genetic markers contributes to the creation of a reasonable basis for 

differentiated clinical management in different groups of patients with UCTD.

The lack of modem monographs on undifferentiated connective tissue 

dysplasia is one of the reasons for the preservation of outdated ideas rooted in 

practice in the use of modem functional research methods.

The authors of the monograph have been dealing with the issues of 

pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment of this pathology for a long time, and set 

themselves the task of highlighting its modern aspects. The book reflects the 

results of scientific research on theoretical and practical issues of undifferentiated 

connective tissue dysplasia, which are compared with the generalized data of
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special literature, as well as the invaluable experience of th* .1
UK ’heiapeiuie 

departments ot hospitals in Samarkand. Samarkand State Medical Institui

The authors do not claim to be exhaustive of the provisions мп™, _> ■ н о мил expressed m the 
book and admit that some of them may turn out to be controversial believin 

this work will find its reader and will ultimately contribute m
10 3 further 

improvement in the quality of knowledge and skills of medical personnel
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§1. /. Classification, modern views on

the diagnosis of undifferentiated connective 

tissue dysplasia

The definition of connective tissue

dysplasia (CTO) is several disorders in the development of connective tissue in the 

embryonic and postnatal periods from the cause of a violation of fibrillogenesis ol 

the extracellular matrix, due to genetic factors, leading to a disorder oi homeostasis 

at the tissue, organ and organism levels in the form ol various morphofunctional 

disorders of visceral and locomotor organs [59, p.235; 72, p. 188]. According to 

Tvorogov T.M. ci al. a huge number of anomalies and diseases, due to genetic 

defects, create precisely anomalies in the structure and lunctions oi the connective 

tissue, they have a certain type of inheritance, or are mutations under the influence 

of adverse environmental factors in the embryonic period (unfavorable 

environmental conditions, unbalanced nutrition, stress, etp.) [64, p. 1215].

Thus, DST is a hereditary disorder of connective tissue development, 

characterized by breakdowns in the structure of its main substance and fibers [64. 

p.1215]. Among the main causes of CTD, one can single out a temporary 

pathology of the synthesis and assembly of collagen and elastin, the creation of 

immature collagen, breakdown of the structure of collagen and elastin fibers, 

which are based on their incomplete cross-linking [64, p.1215]. This indicates that 

a breakdown in the structure of the connective tissue has a variety of 

manifestations, the diversity of which is expressed in the form of violations of 

several systems of internal organs.

Scientific research conducted in recent years indicates that DST is divided 

into the following forms: differentiated, undifferentiated.

Differentiated connective tissue dysplasia has a characteristic type of 

inheritance, which has a clear clinical picture, and sometimes confirmed and well- 

studied gene or biochemical damage [30, p.46-50]. Thus, the most common 

representative of this group is Marfan’s syndrome, Ehlers-Danlos syndrome of all
9



Juts П0|
have a clear clinical picture as in cases of differentiated CTD. UCTD

This term characterizes dysfunction or weakness of the connective tissue as well

as mesenchymal insufficiency or the syndrome of "small" connective tissue 

dysplasias [73, p.l 17-119]. In the early 1990s, five annual all-Union congresses 

were held in the city of Omsk, Russian Federation, all of w hich were devoted to 

topical issues of the DST. At one of the five congresses, a working classification 

was adopted, which was proposed by Professor V.M. Yakovlev and G.l. Nechaev 

It should be noted that this classification applies to a practitioner and contributes to 

the division into:

1. Dysplastic-dependent changes in organs and systems in connective tissue 

dysplasia (locomotor, skin, visceral);

2. Conditions associated with connective tissue dysplasia.

Some scientists (X All-Russian Congress of Cardiologists, 2009) bring to the 

fore hereditary’ breakdowns in the development of connective tissue and recognize 

the need to identify individual dysplastic syndromes and phenotypes [38, p. 164- 

172]. The scientific debate led to the creation in 2008 of an expert council to draw 

up a national clinical recommendation "Hereditary' disorders of the structure and 

function of connective tissue" for patients with UCTD [38, pp. 164-172].

Today, various authors call UCTD differently, it is “connective tissue 

dysplasia syndrome” or “connective tissue weakness”, also “mesenchymal 

dysplasia” or “connective tissue dysfunction”, “unclassified forms of connective 

tissue dysplasia", which in turn, all this is a synonym for UCST [38, pp. 164-172].

Scientific and practical research has been achieved by the allocation of 10 

dysplastic syndromes and phenotypes: Marfan-like appearance; Marfan-like
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phenotype; MASS-phenotvpe (Mitral valve, Aorta, Skeleton. Skin), primary mitral 

valve prolapse; Ehlers-like phenotype (classic or hypcrmobile); benign joint 

hypermobility; unclassifiable CTD phenotype; increased dysplastic stigmatization, 

increased dysplastic stigmatization with predominantly visceral manifestations [76. 

p.298-320]. -St'’
Each of the syndromes and phenotypes has certain clinical symptomatology 

and a certain prognosis of development and outcome [76, p.298-320]. 01 all the 

syndromes, the unclassified phenotype, as well as increased dysplastic 

stigmatization, are characterized by a minimum oi clinical manifestations, and this 

syndrome is close to normal variants [76, p.298-320].
According to R.O. Demidov et al. (2015), the most common symptom of 

CTD. namely from 57 to 94% of cases, is skeletal pathology: deformity of the 

chest and spine, fiat feet, joint hypermobility, juvenile osteochondritis [19, p.37- 

42]. Clinical signs of damage to the muscular system are malnutrition, muscle 

hypotension, diastasis of the rectus abdominis muscles, abdominal hernias; 

pathology of the skin, which is manifested by its hyper elasticity, the presence of 

striate [19, p.37-42]. The defeat of the cardiovascular system is characterized by a 

low frequency of 3 to 10%. From cardiovascular pathology, mitral valve prolapse 

occurs (PMC), as well as false chords of the left ventricle [19, pp.37-42]. A 

frequent symptom is the pathology of blood pressure: in young people, the so- 

called idiopathic arterial hypotension is more often observed, which turns into 

arterial hypertension with age [19, p.37-42]. Frequent lesions of the vascular bed. 

are varicose veins of the upper and lower extremities, varicocele, hemorrhoids, 

lesions of the elastic type arteries in the form of pathological tortuosity of the 

arteries, which can reach loop formation [19, p.37-42],

R.O. Demidov et al. (2015) indicate in their article that ophthalmic 

manifestations are also observed with high frequency, which is about a third of 

observations. In patients with CTD, the myopia of varying degrees of 

manifestations, astigmatism, hyperopia, dislocation, and subluxation of the lens 

can be diagnosed [19, p.37-42]. A frequent component of DST is the pathology of 
11



the gastrointestinal tract, this is biliary dyskinesia, duodenonact ' 
. fedstric ail(j

gastroesophageal refluxes, sometimes gastro ptosis, esophageal divert i ■ l 
hiatal 

hernia can be observed. Often, nephroptosis is a component of CTD fr } 

urinary system (9.1-20% of cases), anomalies in the structure of the kidneys 

also be observed (11.6%). With a small frequency, there is a lesion of t| 

bronchopulmonary system (6%) [19, p.37-42]. Literature data indicate that th 

pathology of the nervous system in patients with UCTD most often manifests itself 

in the form of vegetovascular dystonia (VVD) - in 68-87.0% of cases and 

sometimes cerebrovascular disorders.

According to the literature data, the occurrence of UCTD depending on 

gender and age was considered. Of young people, from 26 to 80% are observed 

among them 70% are women [35, p.4-8; 44, pp.42-44]. In their work. G I 

Nechaeva et al. (1997), cites data that 74 - 85% of school-age children have 

various signs of CTD [45, p. 20-24]. Also, Kan N.E et al. (2014), claims that

UCTD women are much more likely (85.5%) to have pregnancy pathology 

compared to healthy women (53.3%) [28, p.7-9]. Literature data indicate a higher 

risk of developing gynecological, obstetric, and neonatal complications in women 

with UCTD [29, p.47-52].

A. V. Klemenova et al. (2014) in their studies noted that in women with

UCTD. the frequency of occurrence of cardiac disorders is 60.7%, anomalies in the 

location of the chord of the left ventricle were detected in 12.5%, MVP in 44.6% 

of the examined patients, atrial septal defect - in 30.4% of cases, kidney anomalies 

- in 19.7% of the examined and varicose veins - in 16.1% of cases [34, p. 127-136].

In the age aspect, UCTD is most clinically manifested by changes in the 

musculoskeletal system, in particular, joint hypermobility. For many years, HS was 

associated with arthralgia. However, recent literature data indicate the correlation 

of HS with pain in the spine, the appearance of extra-articular signs of connective 

tissue failure. These facts aroused interest in studying the pathology' that combines 

lesions of the musculoskeletal system, including the spine [39, p.3]. One ol the 

most common manifestations of damage to the musculoskeletal system in the 
12



human population is a pain in the spine, while in 22% ol cases it is accompanied 

by joint hypermobility, as well as other indicators of connective tissue dysplasia in 

young people [41, p.38-42].
The factor in the formation of prolapse of the valvar apparatus, chords of the 

heart, and the violation of the elastic properties of the aorta are the pathology ol the 

structure of the valvar apparatus of the heart and the vascular wall due to the 

violation of the formation of the intercellular matrix of the connective tissue 

framework [41. p.38-42].
Clinical and echocardiographic indicators of the pathology of DST from the 

CCC are currently the main ones in the diagnosis of MAS, the frequent use ol this 

method for diagnosing DTS is due to the complexity of the reproduction methods 

and the lack of developments in the field of molecular genetic analysis in the 

diagnosis of DTS [12, p.3- 10]. Most often, we observe secondary mitral valve 

prolapse, which occurs in coronary pathology, rheumatism, cardiomyopathies, 

myocarditis, which leads to the pathology of the left ventricle and papillary 

muscles, i.e. mitral valve prolapse develops [11, p.286]. In this regard, 

practitioners are faced with the problem of whether mitral valve prolapse is a 

consequence of true diseases, heart or it is an indicator of an existing congenital 

defect in the connective structure of the heart [II, p.286]. In this regard, the 

genetic search for markers is relevant, since the defect in the formation of 

connective tissue has a stable and stable connection with a birth defect [12, p.3- 

10].
§1.2. Features of the HLA class II system in individuals with UCTD

The hereditary predisposition and resistance of the human body to the 

pathology of a multifactorial nature, mainly associated with impaired function of 

the immune system, is determined by the diversity of major histocompatibility 

complex (HLA) genes. It is important that close interaction with the pathology of 

the immune system function has been proven for UCTD [12, p.3-10]. Despite 

numerous studies, the features of determining HLA antigens in patients with
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VC VD are few and are inainh devoted to the study of patients with

IO|.

HLA (from the English Human Leucocyte Antigens) is a system of hun 

tissue compatibility genes - a group of histocompatibility antigens associated wit) 

the human immune system [52, p.54]. Major histocompatibility complex class Ц 

molecules (DP, DM, DOA, DOB, DQ, DR). Molecules of this class are located on 

the surface of antigen-component cells: dendritic cells, macrophaees в 

lymphocytes [52, p.54].

At the moment, the HL A complex includes more than 1900 alleles, which 

provide a mosaic of individual HLA phenotypes and genetic polymorphism of the 

population. The HLA system is localized on the short arm of the 6th chromosome 

and consists of 4 classes, of which the most studied at the moment are classes I and 

11 (Fig. 1.3) [68, p. 13-14]. HLA class 11 molecules, exclusively from HLA class 1, 

are encoded only by the three main loci DP, DR. DQ, and are present only on 

macrophages and B-lymphocytes [68, p. 13-14].

HLA-В

r

I

II Illi II III II III III I I 
и

Chromosome 6 p 21.31

Rice. 1.3. Localization of the HLA system in the chromosome.

The control and regulation of the relationship between body cells are 

considered to be among the fundamental physiological functions of the major 

histocompatibility complex, they also include the implementation of the body's

14



immune response, the implementation of genetic diversity, and the degree of

survival of the individual as a species in conditions of exogenous and endogenous

aggression [68, p. 13-14]. Allelic polymorphism of the I ILA system genes is (he 

fundamental mechanism of "natural selection" diversity, which can provide 

hereditary predisposition or resistance to multifactorial diseases [68, p. 13-14].

At the present stage, the HLA system attracts great interest from various 

authors who study the relationship between antigenic predisposition and the course 

of various pathologies [1, p.35]. This problem has not been sufficiently studied to 

date, but the nature of their association with the most common undifferentiated 

connective tissue dysplasia in the population has not been determined.

The frequency of occurrence of connective tissue dysplasia in recent years 

has been increasing all over the world, in particular, among the Uzbek population, 

which is associated with negative environmental impacts, family marriages, food 

quality, and frequent stresses of everyday life.

Typing of the HLA system is carried out by PCR analysis. Polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) is a technique in molecular biology that allows you to significantly 

increase the low concentrations of individual nucleic acid fragments (DNA/RNA) 

in a variety of biological materials (samples) [51, p.7].

Usually, when selecting a donor for organ transplantation, typing of HLA 

class II genes is mandatory. In addition, some allelic variants of HLA class II 

genes are associated with an increased risk of several diseases (rheumatoid 

arthritis, diseases of the endocrine system: autoimmune thyroiditis and type 1 

diabetes, as well as predisposition to infectious diseases, etp.) [52, p.54], Also, the 

determination or typing of HLA class II genes is applicable for the diagnosis of 

certain forms of infertility and miscarriage, which may be due to the high 

similarity of HLA class 11 genes in a married couple with normal fertility of 

partners [52, p.54].

To date, there are few scientific works devoted to the ratio of DST to various

HLA antigens, and they are often contradictory. This fact is explained by the 

different methods used (serological or DNA typing) and. to a greater extent, by the
15



observed differences in the frequency ot manifestations of individual 
a ant|gens Or 

alleles in various populations Alter all, the fact is known that in nn« i
Populations that 

differ in HL/\ genetic characteristics, different HL A markers cnn h, u
'•‘ui ue observed jn 

the same disease [69, p. 15].

It should be noted that the prevalence of HLA antigens in the populatio 

Uzbekistan has not been studied. PCR research allows modem medicine to predi 

the course and occurrence of various diseases among the population

.Another important problem in the development of dysfunctions on the pan 

of organs and systems in UCTD is the pathology of collagen synthesis, which is 

observed in most patients. When collagen is exchanged in the body, an immune 

response occurs in the form of circulating autoantibodies, that is, it js a 

physiological process that consists of the utilization of metabolic products of 

connective tissue structures - a characteristic of which is the level of activity of the 

immune system, a decrease or creation of autoimmune phenomena, as well as 

persistent immune reactions that indirectly indicate the individual types of collagen 

included in the pathological process [79, p.61-68]. How intense the metabolism of 

collagen in the body is most often determined by the level of diversity of forms of 

hydroxyproline in daily urine.

Thus, determining the role of regulator}' mediators of interactions between 

cells and autoantibodies to collagen in UCTD is undoubtedly interesting both from 

a theoretical and practical point of view. This will make it possible to specify some 

of the mechanisms for the development of UCTD, which determine the clinical 

polymorphism of this pathology and enrich the knowledge of practical health care 

physicians with new methods for diagnosing undifferentiated forms of connective 

tissue dysplasia. The study of these indicators is also used to calculate the risk of 

undifferentiated forms of CTD and is applicable to improve the treatment tactics 

for this sample of patients and determine the treatment program for possible 

complications.
It is known that 42 genes are involved in the process of collagen synthesis 

(27 types), 1300 mutations are noted, and 23 of them have a variety of mutations 

16



and their phenotypic manifestations, which are factors in the complexity oi 

diagnosis, this category of pathologies often complicates the course ot diseases ol 

organs and systems, the most common of which are minor heart anomalies, joint 

hypermobility, flat feet, etp. {63, p.57-641
Thus, the study of genetic markers in UCTD is of scientific and practical 

interest, because, this provides an opportunity to study the mechanisms of 

development of UCTD. the characteristics of the course, the formation of possible 

complications, which, in turn, allows practitioners to most correctly differentiate 

this pathology, choose treatment tactics and carry out timely prevention of 

complications.
£/.3. The main measures for the prevention of complications of 

undifferentiated connective tissue dysplasia

The definition of UCTD is its manifestation as a systemic disease, with 

damage to various organs and tissues, which includes numerous manifestations ol 

a violation of the cardiovascular system: minor anomalies of the heart, mitral valve 

prolapse, additional chords of the left ventricle, impaired peripheral circulation, as 

well as diseases of the musculoskeletal system, motor apparatus (hypermobility of 

the joints, scoliosis, flat feet, etp.), skin extensibility, keloid scars, vegetovascular 

dystonia, myopia, astigmatism, impaired reproductive function, and menstrual 

cycle. [31, p.lj. UCTD is a disease with medical and social significance and is 

associated w ith a limited choice of profession, the risk of complications during 

pregnancy and childbirth, unsuitability for military service, a high incidence of 

disability, as well as the observation of cases of early and sudden death. [31. p. I ]. 

This is because doctors underestimate the phenotypic criteria of "weakness" of the

connective tissue, on the other hand, the cause of diagnostic errors is the



An analysis of the literature data indicates an association of

dysplasia with hemostasis disorders at the cellular, tissue and

According to the authors, this is due to regulatory systems

p.28-32; 13, pp.107-110; 26, p.271].

mediators of intercellular interactions, and growth factors [47. p 2-7]

of the clinical manifestations of UCTD. With generalized forms of UCTD 

involving various organs and systems in the pathological process, a comprehensive 

therapeutic approach is required using non-drug and drug treatments.

In the literature, UCTD therapy is carried out in the form of a non-drug and 

drug-based way. A non-drug method of treatment is used for mild forms of UCTD. 

These include proper nutrition, exercise therapy, and massage.

The medical method of treatment is substitutional. First of all, it is the stimulation 

of collagen formation, pharmacological correction of violations of the synthesis of 

glycosaminoglycans, a decrease in the breakdown of these compounds. We must 

not forget about the stabilization of mineral metabolism, maintaining a sufficient 

level of free amino acids in the blood serum, and improving the bioenergetic state 

of the body. Drugs that stimulate collagen formation include ascorbic acid, 

chondroitin sulfate, glucosamine sulfate, and their analogs, the vitreous body, 

vitamin D, carnitine chloride, etp. [36, p. 147-152; 38, pp. 164-172]. These drugs, in 

combination with microelements and В vitamins (copper, zinc, magnesium, 
manganese, etp.), have a much better effect on the synthesis of the structure of 

collagen molecules, as well as other structural elements of connective tissue. To 

correct violations of the synthesis and catabolism of glycosaminoglycans, 

chondroprotectors (CP) are used: chondroitin sulfate (structure), glucosamine 

sulfate (dona), etp. [36, p. 147-152]. In patients with hereditary collagenopathies, to
18



normalize mineral metabolism, it is necessary to use drugs that normalize 

phosphorus-calcium metabolism, especially vitamin D2 (its active forms arc 

alfacalcidol, oxide it (alfacalcidol).
As noted earlier, patients with UCTD have autonomic dysfunction 

Therefore, in the drug therapy of this pathology, an important place is occupied b) 

its correction. So. according to K. A. Scordo (2007), the treatment regimen for 

children with MVP differs depending on the seventy of leaflet prolapse, as well as 

the type of vegetative-vascular and cardiac changes [104, p. 58-71]. According to 

the author, if there is a pathology of repolarization on the ECG, then a course ot 

therapy with dnigs that improve metabolism in the myocardium is necessary [40. 

p.30]. If frequent group early ventricular extrasystoles (type R to T) are observed, 

in particular against the background of prolongation of the QI interval and 

persistent repolarization disorders, Obzidan is used at a dosage of 0.5-1.0 mg/kg of 

body weight per day, for 2-3 months [6, p. 15-23; 7, p.37; 21, p. 13].

It should also be remembered that it is necessary to carry out preventive 

measures for various complications of UCTD. In particular, prevention of bacterial 

endocarditis in patients with MVP, systemic thromboembolic complications in 

non-occlusion of the foramen ovale, and aneurysm of the interatrial septum, hip 

joint dislocation, bone fractures, multiple organ failure due to HA deformation. 

In the formation of DST, the leading role belongs to the violation of magnesium 

and collagen metabolism in the body of patients [2, p.677-684; 18, pp. 230-239; 

17, pp. 23-32; 20, pp.76-81; 33, pp.2-4; 47, p.2-7; 55, pp.19-22; 66, pp.10-14]. 

Therefore, we decided to specifically discuss the role of magnesium in the body 

and the need for therapy with drugs containing magnesium, chondroitin sulfate, 

and glucosamine sulfate.

Magnesium, as one of the trace elements of the body, is a component of 

more than 300 enzymes. It is a participant in the intra- and extracellular maturation 

of collagen and other elements of the connective tissue structure, is involved in the 

transmission of nervous excitation, regulates calcium metabolism in the body, and 

many others. Magnesium ion deficiency is extremely common among the world’s
19



population [9, p.12-16; 15, p.44; 43, p.28; 56, pp.54-60- 61
ivn <73’PP.119,

In the studies of N. A. Korovina et al. (2006), it was shown t| t 
administration of magnesium preparations to children with MVP a ,• *

according (0 t| 
scheme for 6 months showed the normalization of collagen formation in tl 
leaflets, an increase in its elasticity [37, p. 17-30]. Upon re-examination, 797??° 

die children had a complete disappearance of the MVP. and the rest I d 

significant decrease in the depth of leaf deflection The use nf
Ul ‘aagnesiinn 

preparations in children with idiopathic MVP at a dose of 50 mg/kg during the fust 

week and 25 mg/kg subsequently leads to a fairly good effect on objective and 

subjective clinical data of the disease, with their complete or partial elimination in 

more than half of the patients. Among all the cations present in the human body 

die magnesium ion (Mg2+) is in fourth place in terms of distribution frequency 

(after sodium, potassium and calcium) [67, p.230-238]

Mg2- ions are involved in adhesion, cell migration, energy metabolism, are 

involved in the processes of DNA replication, transcription and stabilization of 

RNA, translation and post-translational modification of proteins, and are involved 

in other cellular functions [67, p.230-238].

At least 290 genes are known in the human genome, the work of which requires 

the presence of magnesium ions, there are many proteins in which the Mg2+ ion

acts as a co-factor [77, p.28].

Magnesium ions are distributed 

in the body in different ways. 

This is due to the physiological 

functions of organs and tissues. 

The largest proportion oi this 

element (up to 53%) is found in 

bone tissue, dentin, and tooth enamel, in tissues with a high metabolism (brain, 

heart, muscles, adrenal glands, kidneys, liver) containing about 20% [66, p.10-14, 

77. p.28]. 90% of magnesium ions are concentrated inside the cell in the form of

M + ATP, therefore magnesium is an intracellular clement (30% in 

mitochondria, 50% in the cytosol, and 10% in the nucleus) [66, p. 10-14; 77, p28|. 

X( t|ie same time, 10% of the total magnesium content in the human body is in the 

un icellular space. In a healthy individual, the content of magnesium in the blood 

-crum is in the range from 0.7 to 1.1 mmol / I This blood element is constantly 

^chanced with magnesium reserves in bones and muscles [66, p. 10-14; 67, p.230- 

?3S] For an adult, the daily intake of magnesium is 400 mg/day. However, its 

absorption in the intestine is limited and only about 200 mg of consumed 

nl vnesium is adsorbed [67. pp.230-238]. There is a certain relationship between 

intake sorption, and excretion. According to the literature, with magnesium 

deficiency, a secondary deficiency of potassium, calcium, and phosphates is 

observed. The clinical picture of chronic magnesium deficiency is characterized by 

anorexia, tachycardia, nausea, periodic weakness, a general decrease in muscle 

tone, muscle cramps, pronounced asthenia, and the formation of chronic fatigue 

syndrome [67, p.230-238; 109, p. 1291 -1296].

According to many authors, magnesium deficiency is caused by genetic 

(constitutional) factors, as well as environmental influences, such as chronic 

emotional stress, unbalanced nutrition, etp. [89, p.288-295; 93, p.757-764].

Genetically determined hypomagnesemia is relatively rare.

In several studies, the authors determined the participation of magnesium in 

the metabolic processes of connective tissue [66, p. 10-14; 77, p.28]. With a 

decrease in the level of magnesium in the connective tissue, histological changes 

were detected, which was manifested by a deterioration in its mechanical

properties. Its mechanism of action is quite complex. In general terms, we can say 

that the main effect of Mg2+ on all tissues and cells ot the body is to stabilize 

RNA, in particular, tRNA (Fig. 1.4) [67, p.230-238]. Thus, magnesium deficiency 

in connective tissue is I am the reason for the slowdown in the synthesis of all its 

structural molecules (collagen and elastin, glycosaminoglycans, and proteoglycans) 

[67, p.230-238].
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population [9, p.12-16; 15, p.44; 43, p.28; 56, pp.54-60- 61
ivn <73’PP.119,
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Ul ‘aagnesiinn 
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However, other mechanisms of hypomagnesemia on connective tissue are also 
known. So, in particular, the action of hyaluronidase inhibitors depends on' h" 

concentration of magnesium ions, the decrease of which leads to a deterioration in

the quality ot the extracellular matrix.

Rice. 1.4. The main 

functions of magnesium in the 

body of a healthy person |66, 

p.10-141

The effect of Mg2+ on the 

connective tissue is not only the 

effect on the synthesis of collagen 

protein and collagenase enzymes. 

Thus, it has been proven that 

microfibrils and elastin are the 

main components of flexible fibers. In the presence of Mg2+, the destruction of 

elastin fibers increases by 2-3 times. Lack of Mg2+ causes a decrease in the 

activity of elastase and an increase in the number of flexible fibers in the 

connective tissue. But the work of some authors testifies the leading role in these 

processes of calcium ions. So, in particular, Ca2 + is a necessary component for 

the active centers of elastase, and interaction with fibrillin-1 stabilizes the structure 

of microfibrils [67, p.230-238] and binds to glycoprotein-1 (MAGP-1) - 

microfibrils. Given that Mg2+ deficiency leads to a secondary' Ca2+ deficiency, it 

can be assumed that magnesium deficiency has an indirect effect on the structure 

of elastin. Therefore, a decrease in magnesium in the blood contributes to the 

activation of collagens and elastins. This process, combined with the activation ol 

MMPs, will lead to granularization of the connective tissue.

Thus, literature data allow us to conclude that Mg2+ deficiency negatively 

affects the synthesis of connective tissue, due to the mechanisms of destruction of 

collagen and elastin fibers. The introduction of Mg + 2 into the course of treatment

iH havc a positive effect on the restoration of disturbed heart rhythm, 

•h к irdiographic phenomena of prolapse, and will significantly reduce the depth 
ofprolapseoflhe affected valve cusps. . ;

Chondroitin sulfate has a high specific effect on cartilage tissue by fixing 

ilfur for the synthesis of chondroitin-sulfuric acid. All this improves the 

fornrition of proteoglycans, type 1 and 11 collagen, protects the cartilage matrix and 

•untains the normal composition of the synovial fluid. Glucosamine replenishes 

t|1 n-ituraI deficiency of glucosamine, stimulates the production of hyaluronic acid 

and complex proteoglycans.
In the works of Oesser S. and Seifert J. 2003, a direct stimulating effect of

collagen hydrolyzate on collagen synthesis in chondrocytes was indicated. It has 

been established that collagen hydrolyzate belongs to chondroprotective, which in 

nirn promotes the regeneration of cartilage and bone tissues (101, p. 393-399].

In recent studies, the theory of the anti-inflammatory action of cholesterol and

GA has been proven. They directly affect the CD44, ICAM1, TL-4 cell receptors, 

which in turn are responsible for cell infiltration, the production of inflammatory 

mediators, and angiogenesis. In addition, cholesterol and GA block signaling 

pathways and reduce the activation of pro-inflammatory factors.
Thus, the literature data allow us to 

conclude that the development of UCTD is 
'Ж I SnE JI

» associated with genetic disorders in the synthesis
’ f J and breakdown of collagen, the presence ol

autoantibodies to various types of collagen,

changes in magnesium concentrations in substrates. The above violations lead to 

changes in electrical conduction and heart rhythm. In severe cases, they determine 

the risk of aortic aneurysm and sudden death. The optimal concentration of Mg2 

reduces collagen degradation and stimulates the synthesis of new collagen 

molecules. The introduction of Mg + 2 and CP into the course of treatment has a 

positive effect on the restoration of disturbed heart rhythm, hemodynamics, and

articular manifestations of UCTD.
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jS ' ■ characteristics OF Till.

CHAPTEl<ry^o л/£тяоохллр,»/4гея/,и5ИЕ0
- 'x -. v' >3? x~’ '' General characteristics oftik,

examined patients

All clinical studies were conducted for the period 2017-2019. Based on the 

Samarkand City Medical Association and 1 clinic of the Samarkand State Medical 

Institute. There were 105 patients under observation, including 47 (44.8%) nien 

and 58 (55.2%) women, aged: up to 18 years about 10.5%, from 19-23 years old 

73.3%, 24 and above - 16.2%, respectively, and 20 practically healthy volunteer 

of comparable age and gender.

The distribution of patients depending on age and gender are presented in Table 

2.1.

Table 2.1
Distribution of patients with UCTD by age and sex

Age, years
Women Man

/2 P
abs. % abs. %

Under 18 5 8,6 6 12,8 0,48 >0,05

19-23 43 74,1 34 72,3 0,04 >0,05

Older 24 10 17,2 7 14,9 o,n >0,05

Total 58 55,2 47 44,8 2,30 >0,05

Studies have shown that the distribution of men and women was 

approximately die same, there was only a slight predominance of females. The 

disease was typical for the age group of 19-23 years (73.3%). But, some distinctive 

features were analyzed that were associated with different periods of transition of 

girls and boys from puberty and adolescence to a young age, as well as the 

maturity of the hormonal background.

The severity of UCTD was assessed in points based on certain phenotypic 

•uid visceral criteria. To confirm UCTD, we used - 6-8 or more signs of UCTD. 

eternal manifestations (skin extensibilityjoint hypermobility, flat feet) damage to 

чнпе internal organs; impaired connective tissue metabolism confirmed by 

laboratory' studies (increased excretion of hydroxyproline, decreased magnesium 

leveB increased titer of antibodies to type I collagen, indicators of 1 ILA class II) 

[26. P-271; 27, p.714]. , . ' •'•' w

The diagnosis of MAS, MVP was established on the basis of clinical and

laboratory, and instrumental studies according to (he recommendations of Yu. M. 

Belozerov et al. (2011) [5, p.63-67; 6. p. 15-23]. The inclusion criteria were 

complaints, ECG. and EchoCG data. The classification of myxomatous 

degeneration of the mitral valve was carried out according to the recommendations 

of G. I. Storozhkov et al. [62, p.48-53]: myxomatous degeneration 0 (no lesions); 

myxomatous degeneration I stage, (minimally pronounced) (cusp thickness more 

than 3 mm); myxomatous degeneration II stage, (moderate) (more than 6 mm);

myxomatous degeneration III stage, (sharply pronounced) (more than 9 mm) [5, 

p.63-67; 6, p. 15-23]. Classification of MVP according to the degree of 

regurgitation was carried out according to the classification of N. M. 

Mukharlyamov, MVP of the 1st degree was established in 44 (41.9%) patients,

MVP of the 2nd degree - in 15 (14.3%) of the examined patients.

We measured growth; body weight; chest circumference; length of the upper 

body segment; arm span; brushes; epigastric angle; feet; the height of the arch of 

the foot; fingers of the hand; examination of the back area (to detect scoliotic 

deformity, hyperlordosis of the lumbar and hyperkyphosis of the thoracic spine, 

pterygoid scapulae), as well as the Beighton test (to detect hypermobility of the 

joints). To diagnose longitudinal flat feet, the iodometric index (Pl) = (h • 100) 

was calculated: L; where h is the height of the foot - the distance measured by a 

compass from the floor to the upper surface of the navicular bone 1.5 cm anterior 

to the ankle joint, mm; L - foot length - the distance from the tip ot the first finger 

to the back roundness of the heel, mm (Friedland's method) [65, p.6].
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According to the treatment plan, the patients were divided into the fnii
101'Owing 

groups:

- subgroup "A" consisted of 16 patients who received traditional treatment ’ 

the form of metabolic and vitamins for 10 days;- subgroup "B", 16 patients wh 

have prescribed a course of therapy for preventive and therapeutic purposes for 6 

months - traditional treatment + preparations containing magnesium in a daily dose 

of 3 g (2 tablets 3 times a day);

- subgroup ”C" 16 patients treated with traditional treatment + maenesium 

preparations + chondroprotectors (chondroitin sulfate sodium at a daily dose of 

500 mg or glucosamine sulfate sodium chloride at a daily dose of 750 mg for 

months daily in the morning 1 time, followed by an interval after 2 months 

repeated three times).

The examination was carried out in dynamics: at admission, after 3 and 6

months from the start of treatment. Efficacy was evaluated based on clinical, 

laboratory, and instrumental studies.

The control for all compared groups was data from 30 healthy individuals 

(20.1±1.3 years old) who gave informed consent to the study.

§2.2. Research methods

All methods are well known and widely used in clinical or scientific laboratories of 

the Republic of Uzbekistan. The main criteria for inclusion of patients in the 

UCTD group were clinical complaints and changes in ECG and Doppler 

echocardiography. ECG was carried out according to the generally accepted 

method on the apparatus Mindray BeneHeart R3 (China). The degree of respiratory 

dysfunction was assessed according to the WHO recommendation: 1st degree of 

DN - detected only with significant physical activity (respiratory rate 22-26 per 

min), 2nd degree - with little physical activity (respiratory rate up to 30 per min) 

and 3rd degree - at rest (respiratory rate breathing over 30 per minute).
Indicators of clinical manifestations of cardiovascular changes were also the 

parameters of central hemodynamics, which were assessed using Aloka Doppler 

echocardiography [3, p.58-69]. Determined: left ventricular ejection fraction
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(LVEF, %); the final systolic size of the left ventricle (CSR, cm). the 

anteroposterior size of the left atrium (LA, cm), end-diastolic size of the left 

ventricle (EDV, cm); area of the mitral orifice (measured by Doppler methods 

according to the spectrum of the transmitral blood flow, cm2); anteroposterior size 

of the right ventricle (RV); minute volume of blood circulation (in l/min); systolic 

pressure in the pulmonary artery' (SPPA, mm I Ig) - as the sum of the gradient of 

tricuspid regurgitation and pressure in the right atrium; the pressure value in the 

right atrium was determined by the change in the lumen of the inferior vena cava 

[3. p .58-69]. Anthropometric indicators were evaluated, body mass index (BMI) 

was calculated according to the generally accepted method. The physique of the 

examined was assessed by the degree of the epigastric angle recommended in 

textbooks on propaedeutics of internal diseases: an angle of less than 90 -

asthenic, 90° - normosthenic, more than 90° - hypersthenip.

Biochemical studies were carried out in the central GMO laboratory of the 

city of Samarkand and the I -clinic of SainMU.

Determination of titers of autoantibodies to ty pe I collagen.

Type I collagen is a fibrillar protein that forms the basis of the connective 

tissue of the body. Most of all is found in the skin, bones, tendons, cornea, etp. The 

assessment of the titer of autoantibodies to collagen 1 in blood plasma was studied 

by enzyme immunoassay using the Imtek kit (Russia) (ELISA ELISA) [78. p.41- 

45].

The test system is intended for qualitative determination of the level of 

autoantibodies to type 1 collagen in human plasma (serum). An analytical method 

used to determine specific proteins in a sample. At the first stage, protein 

electrophoresis in a polyacrylamide gel was used to separate denatured 

polypeptides by length (usually in the presence of SDS) or by the three- 

dimensional structure of the protein (in the native state). Next, the proteins were 

transferred to a nitrocellulose or PVDF membrane, then detected using antibodies 

specific to a given protein (Fig. 2.1).
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SDS-Paqe электрофорез препарата Н С11 
(восстановленный)

250 кДа

130 кДа

95 кДа

72 кДа

55 кДа

1 - Коллаген человека I типа (Н С11). 3 мкг

2 - Коллаген человека I типа (Н С11). 1 мкг

3 - PageRullerTWPlus. Thermo Fisher

Rice. 2.1 ("lmtek”). Distribution of collagens on polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis

HLA typing class II by DNA application.

Analysis of DQA1 and DQB1 gene typing. For the study, whole peripheral 

blood of the studied patients was used in vacuum plastic Vacuette tubes with a 

volume of 4.0 ml with the addition of 2.0 mg/ml of the anticoagulant disodium salt 

of ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA) [24, p.9-20].

After taking the material in the tube, turn the tube over 2-3 times.

Rice. 2.2. Isolation of DNA from material
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Rice. 2.3. Labeling of tubes for amplification.

The next step was to extract the DNA. PROBA-RAPID-GENETICS reagents 

were used for DNA extraction. According to the instructions for DNA 

determination, six tubes for amplification with a volume of 0.2 ml were labeled for 

each analyzed sample, as well as negative and positive control samples (K-), (K+ 

DQ FAM), (K+ DQ HEX) [25, p.13 ].

After the tubes with amplification mixtures were shaken for 3-5 s, the tubes 

were placed in a centrifuge for 1-3 s. Next, 20 pl of the amplification mixture was 

added to the tubes. Thus, the DQB1-1 mixture was added to the labeled tube 1, the 

DQB1 -2 mixture was added to the labeled tube 2, etp.). The tubes with PCR buffer 

and TechnoTaq MAX polymerase w'ere shaken for 3-5 s and placed in a centrifuge 

for 1-3 s on a microcentrifuge-vortex [25, p. 13-14].

Rice. 2.4. Preparation of the PCR buffer mixture
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To prepare a mixture of PCR buffer, we mixed - 10 x (N + I) p| of pc 

buffer and - 0.5 x (N + I) pl of TechnoTaq MAX polymerase, where N 

corresponded to the number of labeled tubes, taking into account "K-", "£+ Dq 
FAM", "K- DQ HEX”. Next, we shook the resulting mixture in a test tube and 

centrifuged for 1-3 s on a microcentrifuge vortex. After that, we added 10 pl of the 

mixture (PCR buffer and TechnoTaq MAX polymerase) and one drop (about 20 

pl) of mineral oil to each tube with the amplification mixture and closed the tubes 

with lids [25, p.13).

Next, 5.0 pl of the DNA preparation isolated from the samples was added to 

the test tubes for the test samples (6 pcs. for each sample), while no DNA was 

added to the test tubes “K-”, “K+ DQ FAM”, “K+ DQ HEX".

After that, 5.0 pl of the negative control sample, which passed the stage of 

DNA extraction, was added into the “K-” tubes, and 5.0 pl of the positive control 

sample into the “K+ DQ FAM" tubes. For a positive control sample, 5.0 pl of "K.+ 

DQ HEX" was added to tubes labeled "K+ DQ HEX" [24, p.9-10].

The tubes were placed on a vortex centrifuge for 1-3 s.

Rice. 2.5. Installing test tubes in the block of the detecting cycler

Installed all test tubes in the detection cycler unit. In the "Working with the 

device" mode, the Real Time PCR software was used. The "HLA.ini" file was 
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|ubes on the thermoblock matrix in accordance with their installation were noted

Analysis of DRB1 gene typing. This method differs from the others in that, 

during PCR, marking is carried out in 4 strips A and B, as well as I strip A and one 

strip В for "K-", I strip A and one strip В for "K +", the total number consisted of 

12 strips. Taq polymerase solution was used as a mixture for amplification.

Registration and accounting of PCR data was automatically carried out 

by the software for detecting cyclers. The specificity of the HLA DQB1, DQA1, 

DRB1 gene was also carried out automatically, taking into account the summation 

of the results for each [24, p.20J.

Determination of the level of hydroxy proline in the blood serum. 

Connective tissue metabolism was determined by assessing the total 

hydroxyproline (00) in the blood serum. The simplest and most accurate method 

for determining RO according to Bergman and Loxley, which is a modification of 

the Stegeman method [53, p. 212].

In addition to the above research methods, the following were determined:

- Mg + 2 ions (in mmol/1) on an atomic absorption spectrophotometer brand 

AF-6I0-A (LTD, China) using a standard test system from ELISA PO 

(Novosibirsk) [66, p. 10-14]. From a physiological point of view, up to 53% of 

magnesium is concentrated in bone tissue, dentin and tooth enamel, and about 20% 

in tissues with high metabolic activity (brain, heart, muscles, adrenal glands, 

kidneys, liver) [16, p.89-94] . Magnesium is one of the regulators of vascular tone, 

promotes dilatation of the vascular wall [32, p.285]. A low concentration of 

extracellular magnesium leads to vasospasm or increases their sensitivity to pressor 

agents [32, p.285].

Statistical research methods
The results obtained were subjected to statistical processing using the Excel, 

Statistics for Windows 6.0 software package. The normality' of the distribution of
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quantitative parameters was checked using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

Shapiro-Wilk tests [42, p.12). The arithmetic mean (M), mean square deviafe 

(8), arithmetic mean error (m). and sample standard deviation (S) were calculated 

Comparison of parametric options after a preliminary assessment of the correctness 

ot the distribution of samples (correspondence to its normal distribution) ttas 

carried out on the basis of the Student’s criterion (t) with the calculation of the 

error probability (p) [42, p.12], Data were considered significant at p<0.05. The 

analysis ot prognostic factors (P) was performed by determining the sensitivity 

(N), specificity (C), diagnostic accuracy (DT), relative risk (RR) of the predicted 

outcome in the group of factor-positive patients, RR of a different outcome in the 

group of factor-positive patients, coefficient asymmetry' calculated on the basis of 

the Bays theorem. Statistical processing was performed by a nonparametric 

method. The a posteriori probability of an event was calculated using Bayes' 

theorem, according to the following formula: P=P(D1) P(S1/D1) P(Sn/Dl):

Numerator + (P(D2) P(S1/D2) P (Sn/D2),

Where:

P is the probability of correct diagnosis or prognosis;

P(D1) - the frequency of the disease in the examined group;

P(S1/D1) -P(Sn/Dl) - frequency of Sl-Sn- signs in the examined group;

(P(D2) - disease frequency in the comparison group;

P(S1/D2) P(Sn/D2) - frequency of signs Sl-Sn- in the comparison group; 

numerator - the numeric value of the expression represented in the 

numerator. The probability' of correct diagnosis and prognosis is considered 

reliable if it is equal to or greater than 0.8 [64, p. 1215].
Statistical hypotheses about differences for quantitative and ordinal variables 

were tested using the Kruskell-Wallis test; in cases of categorical variables 

(absolute and relative frequencies, shares), the chi-square test (x2) with Yates 

correction, taking into account the degrees of freedom (df) [64, p. 1215]. To assess 

the relative risk, an analysis of contingency tables was carried out: odds ratio (OR) 

and two-sided 95% confidence intervals (CI). The achieved level of significance

K.
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(P> is given as р<0.000|, calculated taking into account ;(p<0 05) [64, p 1215]. b crl"«l value of 5%

The dependence between the indicators was dete *
correlation analysis (p) [56, pp.54-60,42, ppJ0-| 5] The РваГ*°П

data results was determined using the formula Orrec,ness ol laboratory

Set value- Actual value
Set value

The deviation of the results within ± 3o was considered acceptable, and the 

results of laboratory' tests were regarded as satisfactory.

Prognostic criteria were evaluated by indicators:

Sensitivity (in %) = true positive 100% I true positive + false negative; 

Specificity (in%) = true negative 100% I tnie negative + false positive;

Diagnostic Accuracy = True Positive + True Negative • 100% I False 

Positive + True Positive + False Negative.

The design of the conducted studies is shown in fig. 2.2-2.5.

The data obtained were subjected to statistical processing in the Microsoft 

Windows software using the Microsoft Excel-2007 and Statistica, V6 software 

packages. The obtained data were processed in the form M±m. Significance of 

differences was determined by Student's t-test and considered significant at 

P<0.05. The correlation coefficient (r) between anthropometric groups was 

calculated according to Pearson.

ASSOCIATION OF PHENOTYPICAL

TRAITS AND GENETIC MARKERS
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OF UNDIFFERENTIATED CONNECTIVE TISSUE DYSPLASIA

l. FetUures of the clinical
f •

F rvnmrts oj me clinical course of the disease in patients wili 

ferentiated connective tissue dysplasia

According to the design of the study, all patients with UCTD. depending On 

phenotypic signs, were divided into 2 large groups to improve early diagnosis- 1st 

57 patients who underwent general clinical studies, and 2nd - 48 patients w|10 

undement general clinical studies + analysis of HLA class II + level of titers of 

autoantibodies to type 1 collagen. In this regard, we will consider all manifestations 

ot UCTD comparatively, in these groups. As mentioned earlier, the clinical signs 

of UCTD in the studies were mainly characteristic of young people (Table 3.1)

Table 3.1
Sex and age indicators in the examined groups of patients

Sicns
Indicators, n=105

M±m Mmax-Mmin

Age, г 21,78±0,95 45,0-5,0

Woman 58 55,2%

Teenegers 47 44,8%

Weight, kg 60,92±3,81 101-16

Growth, sm 167,0±0,35 185-102

IMT 21,84±0,37 29,51-1,54

Our results are somewhat different from the literature, which shows the 

predominance of females. These differences may be due to ethnic and regional 

characteristics, as well as the contingent of patients, in particular, the surveys 

included recruits who were examined at SamSMO and students of SamMU. The 

distribution of patients by place of residence showed approximately the same 

distribution, living both in the city and in the countryside.
Weight-height parameters and BMI differed in the studied groups of 

patients, since their weight and height depended on the age of the patients. 

Anthropometric and phenotypic characteristics of the studied patients showed that
34



„..pet circumference was 87.69±8.1o cm, the epigastric angle (in ,he average vnoi
wns 88.29±9.74, the length of the foot, depending on height, was 

degrees u) ' c
-1 0 08 t,ie ot llie arcl1 of tlie foot ’ 7 75±l ■15 cm> respectively.

0 According Ю the literature, UCTD is characterized by an asthenic physique, 

n some cases, the presence of overweight was revealed. These changes are due 

thnic characteristics, since carbohydrate components predominated in the diet 

of patients.
With UCTD. the main external manifestations are hypermobility of the 

joints of the upper and lower extremities; various changes in the spinal column in 

the form of scoliosis or kyphosis; chest deformity; pathology of the oral cavity, 

manifested by a high location of the palate, abnormal growth of teeth and 

supernumerary teeth; flat feet and hallux valgus, sandal gap; pronounced 

extensibility of the skin and the vascular (venous) network on the skin and a 

tendency to the formation of hematomas; eye pathology in the form of astigmatism 

and myopia; protruding ears with attached earlobes; asthenic physique, etp.

Given the above, it was of interest to study the external manifestations of

UCTD in patients of varying severity. Articular manifestations of UCTD are flat 

feet and joint hypermobility.

For an objective assessment of generalized joint hypermobility (HS), the P. 

Beighton criteria were used in points, where I point corresponded to pathological 

hyperextension in one joint on one side.

Bayton Criteria:

1. Passive flexion of the metacarpophalangeal joint of the 5th finger in both 
directions.

2. Passive flexion of the 1st finger towards the forearm while flexing at the 
wrist joint.

3. Overextension of the elbow joint over 10 degrees.

4. Overextension of the knee joint over 10 degrees.

5. Tilt torward with fixed knee joints, while palms reach the floor.
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